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 by Sammy Six   

Kabsa The Ultimate Cuisine 

"Yemeni Delights"

Kabsa The Ultimate Cuisine brings the flavors of Saudi Arabia and Yemen

to the city. Since their food takes time to prepare, the wait time might be a

bit longer, but it is well worth the wait. Specializing in chicken and lamb

kabsa (a type of mixed rice dish), their meat is cooked to perfection and is

packed with flavor. Dig into their chicken shawarma, chicken mendi, lamb

kabsa and donair kebabs that are not only delicious but also reasonably

priced.

 +1 780 436 1815  10332 82 Avenue, Edmonton AB

 by Blondinrikard Fröberg   

Shiraz Restaurant & Catering

Services 

"Persian Delights"

Tucked away in a strip mall, Shiraz Restaurant & Catering Services is one

of the few Persian restaurants in town. Packed with exotic flavors, this

modest diner has been delighting diners with their fabulous food ever

since it opened its doors in 2009. Savor their specialties like Kash-o-

Bademjoon, Soltani Kebab, Khoresht Ghormeh-Sabzi, Bakhtiari Kebab and

Joojeh Kebab. Round off your meal with traditional desserts such as

Ranginak and Sholeh Zard.

 +1 780 761 3456  www.shiraz-

restaurant.com/

 info@shiraz-restaurant.com  7111 Argyll Rd Northwest,

Edmonton AB

 by Public Domain   

Al Salam Bakery & Restaurant 

"Wholesome Middle Eastern Fare"

This casual eatery is a favorite amongst locals for Middle Eastern and

Mediterranean fare like shawarmas, kabobs, falafel and hummus. The

food is fresh, the flavors are spot on and the portions are generous

enough to satisfy even the heartiest of diners. The mixed platters are

especially popular and packed with wholesome goodness. While the Al

Salam Bakery & Restaurant is a pleasant place to dine, the eatery also

offers quick and convenient take-away options for those who are short on

time. Take a break from the usual fast food fare and treat yourself to a

delicious meal at the Al Salam Bakery & Restaurant instead.

 +1 780 944 0000  www.alsalamedmonton.com/  10141 34 Avenue Northwest, Edmonton

AB
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